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Awakening Consciousness is a calling to awaken the
inner power, to get in touch with that part of you that
has no limits. This book includes 91 articles that will
help you in enhancing your spiritual journey and
raising your vibration. Some of them will shift your
awareness while some include things to do which
can be easily incorporated in your lifestyle. The
nature of a flower is to bloom and so can you. It only
requires the right contributing factors like good soil,
manure, water and sunlight. My hope is that you find
these contributing factors that can raise you to a new
version of yourself through this book.
Awakening the Soul of Power, the first book in the
Calling All Heroes series, rethinks what heroism
means in the 21st century and reveals practical tools
to help you embark on a journey to personal
freedom. This book holds the keys to unlocking the
secrets of personal empowerment and unleashing
your inner hero.
55% Off for Bookstore! NOW at 39.95 Instead of
49.95!! Your Customer Will Never Stop to Use this
Awesome Book
Open the door to your creative awakening! "Do
everything with great love, whether it is painting,
writing, dancing, relationships or learning." --Sandra
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Duran Wilson Sharing your passion is the greatest
gift you can give, and the journey to your creative
awakening starts with a single step--or a single
exercise. You never know what will open the door.
This book is for curious souls wanting to find the
right spark to jump-start their creativity. Inside, there
are 52 chapters with an exercise for each week of
the year featuring a step-by-step art, writing or
meditation project. Following the flow of the seasons,
the exercises are designed to take you from the
spring of your intuition, through the summer of
personal growth, fall of self-discovery to arrive at the
end of your creative cycle refreshed, revived and
renewed. Find your voice and vision: • 52 fun and
beautiful projects offer a new chance at selfdiscovery every week for one year--they are not
necessarily sequential and can be completed at any
time on your journey • Weekly prompts merge art
making with universal life challenges to help you
open your mind and explore different spiritual and
creative philosophies Refill your well, become the
light, expand yourself and your story.
The Power of Awakening
The Power of Now
Gradual Awakening
Creative Self-Hypnosis
Turn Pain into Power, Embrace Your Truth, Live
Free
Awakening Your Psychic Powers
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Awakening
Awaken Your Power! Can Help You Attain: •
Happiness • Perfect Health • Healing from
Any Disease • Love • The Perfect Job •
Wealth • Success • Your Life’s Purpose •
Self-Empowerment • Anything You Desire • A
Spiritual Awakening
'You are an infinite being with infinite
potential. All you need to do is open
yourself to a new consciousness, a true
vision of who you really are and awaken to
the power within' From leading health and
performance coach, Gerry Hussey, comes a
powerful guide to transforming your mind,
body and soul. In Awaken Your Power
Within, Gerry tells an open, honest and
mind-blowing story of self-discovery that
takes us inside the heart and mind of a
young boy who dared to ask deeper
questions about the mind and soul.
Bringing together insights from
psychology, neuroscience, gut health,
quantum physics, mindfulness and
philosophy, the book shows you how to
break free from limiting and selfdestructive habits and reclaim your inner
world, so that you can live as your truest
and most powerful self. From letting go of
the fear of not being enough to opening up
a deeper level of consciousness, Awaken
Your Power Within is a life-changing
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introduction to the limitless
possibilities of which you are capable.
All parts of the body need exercise for
optimal health, and the eyes are no
different. Vision for Life presents an
approach to eye health for people with
20/20 vision who wish to maintain their
perfect vision as well as people who see
poorly and would like to improve their
eyesight. Clients of the Meir Schneider
Self-Healing Method experience their own
capacity to bring about recovery,
reversing the progress of a wide range of
degenerative conditions including eye
disease. Based in part on the established
Bates Method of eyesight improvement and
in part on his own professional and
personal discoveries, Meir Schneider's
pioneering approach has helped thousands
of people successfully treat a host of eye
problems, including near- and
farsightedness, astigmatism, lazy eye,
double vision, glaucoma, cataracts,
macular degeneration, retinal detachment,
retinitis pigmentosa, and nystagmus. This
revised edition includes a new chapter on
children's eye health and new research and
exercises for specific conditions, i.e.,
glaucoma and nystagmus, near- and
farsightedness. Born blind to deaf
parents, Schneider underwent a series of
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painful operations as a young child and
was left with 99 percent scar tissue on
the lenses of his eyes, resulting in his
being declared incurably blind. At the age
of seventeen, he discovered how to improve
his vision from less than 1 percent to 55
percent of normal vision with the eye
exercises presented in this book. Today
Schneider drives a car, reads, and enjoys
the benefits of full natural vision. He
and his clients prove time and time again
how much vision can improve with exercise.
His contributions to the field of selfhealing are recognized by alternative
health practitioners and medical doctors
alike. In Vision for Life, Schneider
shares forty years of discoveries made on
his personal and professional journey. The
book details simple but effective
techniques to gain great vision such as
sunning and palming. Such exercises are
not only strengthening but also
restorative and deeply relaxing. The
reader learns how to reverse developing
issues before they cause damage or to
remedy existing problems, including
pathologies such as glaucoma, cataracts,
macular degeneration, retinal detachment,
and optic nerve neuropathy. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
Most of us are no strangers to health
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problems, illness, or pain, but what if
there's a solution to restore our wellbeing that doesn't involve drugs, surgery,
or other medical procedures? Well, there
is, and you'll find it within your own
body. That's right! Your body has a builtin capacity to heal itself-a remarkable
system of self-repair that works day in
and day out-and improving its ability to
heal is within your control. Yet most
people don't fully grasp the body's
incredible power to heal itself, largely
because traditional medicine has led us to
believe that health comes from the outside
in and not from the inside out. Did you
know, for example, that approximately 50
percent of all illnesses, when left alone,
will eventually heal themselves? If you
choose to take care of your body every
day, it will reward you a thousand times
over-improving your odds against
everything from heart disease, cancer, and
diabetes; to arthritis, allergies, colds,
late-winter flu, and more. Remember, you
have the power to be and stay healthy
because healing truly comes from within.
The Power of Self-Healing will help you
accomplish all this and more!
Awakening Your Creative Soul
Chakra Awakening
Awakening Inner Guru
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The Expansion of Consciousness through the
Body's Own Wisdom
7 Divine Laws to Awaken Your Best Self
Third Eye Awakening
Vision for Life, Revised Edition
Everybody wants to be happy. Unfortunately, relatively few achieve
bliss. Eli Jaxon-Bear explores how it is possible to achieve lives
filled with gratitude and love. True happiness and meaning are
achieved, he asserts, when we wake up, stop our minds, and open
our hearts. It is then that we discover our true selves; our core
identity that is part of the ultimate living intelligence of the
universe; our true source. Like Gangaji, Jaxon-Bear uses a method
of self-investigation called “self-inquiry.” In the light of direct selfinquiry, limitations that once seemed to define ourselves are
discovered to be more like transparent lines drawn on water. They
exist only on the surface of consciousness in one’s imagination.
When these illusions of mind are clearly exposed, true limitless
being reveals itself. This is a book that will appeal to those who are
fans of Gangaji, Byron Katie, and Eckart Tolle. It is an articulate
and helpful expression of a path to fulfillment for those wrestling
with questions of identity and meaning.
Rediscover the Promise of Enlightenment As Western culture has
embraced practices like meditation and yoga, has something been
lost in translation? “What we see in America today in both the yoga
boom and mindfulness fad,” writes Dr. Miles Neale, “is a
presentation of technique alone, sanitized and purged of the
dynamic teachings in wisdom and ethics that are essential for true
liberation.” For anyone seeking a path dedicated to both authentic
personal growth and the overthrow of the nihilism, hedonism, and
materialism that are threatening our planet, this compelling teacher
presents a well-conceived, sustainable solution with Gradual
Awakening. The core of this book is Tibetan Buddhism’s “gradual
path”—or Lam Rim—interpreted with fresh insights from modern
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scientific research. Offering an illuminating new presentation of
Tibet’s deep psychology, meditative techniques, and virtuous
rituals, Dr. Neale presents a time-honored path of enormous
transformational potential. Each chapter serves as a practical
manual that will allow you to experiment with and actualize the
benefits of role-modeling visualization, affirmations, contemplative
themes, textual recitation, prayers, altars, offerings, and meditation.
Here you’ll explore: • Uprooting the “sickness of paradigm”—why
a complete spiritual practice must directly confront the fundamental
human suffering caused by the modern ethos of scientific
reductionism • The Lam Rim path—the history, heritage, and power
of this 30-step “hero’s journey” of awakening • Evolutionary selfcare—understanding the Buddhist concept of renunciation as a form
of self-love and healing • Radical altruism—awakening Bodhicitta,
our innate aspiration to evolve fully in service to others • Quantum
vision—how the teaching of “emptiness” allows us to pierce the
illusion of materialism and accurately perceive the subtlest nature of
reality • Dr. Neale’s MAPS process (Maturity, Acceptance,
Possibility, and Seeds) to integrate and manifest key insights and
skills in your everyday life The mass-market dilutions of Eastern
wisdom that focus on symptom relief and easy answers have left
behind the ultimate promise of spiritual practice: enlightenment.
“Enlightenment is an unfolding process—open to everyone.” writes
Dr. Neale. For most of us, this path to awakening must be realized
through a gradual process: building on incremental insights into
who we truly are, learning to care for ourselves and others, and
discovering creative ways to engage the problems we all face.
Gradual Awakening will serve as a lifelong companion for anyone
willing to embrace a new paradigm that integrates science with
spirit, theory with practice, and personal meditation with the desire
to transform the world. A portion of the proceeds from this book
will benefit the Buddhist nuns of Kopan Nunnery in Nepal.
Step into your power--self-reflection and emotional healing for the
goddess within You are invited to a sacred space to rediscover the
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goddess inside yourself. Embrace your divine energy and begin a
journey of healing with Awaken Your Inner Goddess. This guide is
packed with exercises and tools from both spiritual wisdom and
evidence-based psychology. You'll find emotional healing
treatments and self-realization techniques to strengthen your inner
light. Begin with exercises like radical acceptance and affirmative
self-talk to connect with your inner self. Call on goddess energy to
identify your divine gifts and find strength. Then create realistic,
achievable goals--and learn how to embrace self-care and self-love
on the journey to your most authentic state of being. Inside Awaken
Your Inner Goddess, you'll uncover: Inclusive spirituality--Draw on
goddess wisdom from spiritual traditions across time and space,
including Greek mythology, Ancient Egyptian deities, the Chinese
zodiac, and more. Supportive practices--Explore a variety of
constructive exercises written by a clinical psychologist to help you
break down your internal barriers and put concepts into action. In
your own words--Engaging journal prompts encourage you to grab
a special journal and a pen--writing will help you reflect and expand
on your self-discovery as you go. Nurture your divinity and find
your path with Awaken Your Inner Goddess.
Bestselling author and renowned clinical psychologist Dr Shefali
teaches women how to transcend their fears, break free from
societal expectations and rediscover the person they were always
meant to be. A Radical Awakening lays out a path for women to
heal their psychic wounds and prepares them to discover their own
powers to help heal others and the planet. Dr Shefali helps women
uncover the purpose that already exists within them and harness the
power of authenticity in every area of their lives. This is an eloquent
and inspiring, practical and accessible book, backed with real-life
examples and personal stories, that unlocks the extraordinary power
necessary to awaken the conscious self. Dr Shefali will empower
and inspire all women to uncover the person they always wanted to
be: fully present, conscious, and happy, by deconstructing the
archetypes that still exist in society today, inspiring women to live
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authentically - and, importantly, elevate other women along the
way. 'The world needs to know. Trailblazing. Life-enhancing. A
Radical Awakening is one of those books you will want to keep on
your nightstand.' - Oprah Winfrey during 'Oprah's Your Life in
Focus'
The Power of Positive Energy
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Chakras
Self-Awakening Yoga
Awakening Consciousness
A Radical Awakening
Open Your Inner Mind And Control Your Psychic Intuition Today
Fulfilling Your Soul’S Purpose on Earth

Would you like to increase and expand the power
of your mind? Do you want to balance your
body's energy and unblock your Chakras? This
book will help you understand the benefits!
Chakras are ancient symbols that represent the
energy that flows through our bodies. They can
be used for a wide range of purposes and the 7
main ones align through our spine,
corresponding to various nerve centers
throughout our bodies. Kundalini is an ancient
practice that can help us do all of that and more,
assisting us to awaken the energy that exists in
each of us and to use it to enhance our lives and
abilities. And now, with Chakras and Kundalini
Awakening: A Complete Guide to Self-Heal,
Expand your Mind Power & Achieve Higher
Consciousness Through Chakra Meditation.
Includes: Crystals and Healing Stones for
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Beginners, you can learn what Chakras can do
for you, with chapters on: What Chakras are
Guided meditation of the Chakra How Chakras
work to heal the body The history of the 7
Chakras Awakening your Chakras The history
and function on Kundalini How to coordinate
your energy The 4 elements And more... Written
for those who have little knowledge of the
subject, but would like to know a lot more,
Chakras and Kundalini Awakening is a book that
will open your mind to a whole new world of
possibilities when it comes to self-healing,
boosting and balancing the positive energy you
have and providing a range of other benefits.
Scroll up and click Add to Cart for your copy
now
To make the journey into the Now we will need to
leave our analytical mind and its false created
self, the ego, behind. From the very first page of
Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary book, we move
rapidly into a significantly higher altitude where
we breathe a lighter air. We become connected
to the indestructible essence of our Being, “The
eternal, ever present One Life beyond the myriad
forms of life that are subject to birth and death.”
Although the journey is challenging, Eckhart
Tolle uses simple language and an easy question
and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth
phenomenon since its first publication, The
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Power of Now is one of those rare books with the
power to create an experience in readers, one
that can radically change their lives for the
better.
The book is about awakening your inner wisdom,
inner power, inner beauty and your inner Self.
Living a fulfilling life is a skill that requires both
practice and understanding. This book provides
both. It can be used for inspiration, or as an
instruction handbook. It contains several
meditation and other practices for self
improvement. It is a very comprehensive manual
for Self realization. This book is must for any
sincere for spiritual development. It can be read
countless times for added insight. You may also
enjoy reading this book if you really want to
explore the full potential of your inner strength. It
offers a very down-to-earth approach to
understanding, in detail and simple language.
For those who are truly interested to attain
spiritual freedom and fulfillment in every sphere
of life, this book is a practical and personal
guidebook.
A powerful debut from one of the world's most
respected shamanic teachers, following Marcela
Lobos's journey in this world and the world of
spirit. The stress, conflict, and crises of the outer
world are a signal: the time has come to awaken
your inner shaman. However, you don't need to
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be initiated into arcane mysteries to answer the
call from Spirit. In this book, Marcela Lobos
reveals how to use the maps offered by the
shamanic Medicine Wheel and the hero's journey
to activate your inner wisdom and live a selfrealized existence of discovery, healing, and
wholeness. From her childhood in a war-torn
country to her initiation with the shamans of the
Andes and her life today as a teacher and
medicine woman, Marcela's story offers a fleshand-bones context for each step on the
archetypal journey to Self. It is also an invitation
to step out from your ordinary life and take the
first steps on your own quest for spiritual
understanding and deep transformation: to learn
to walk the Medicine Path and to find your own
power and inner beauty.
A Complete Guide to Self-Heal, Expand Your
Mind Power & Achieve Higher Consciousness
Through Chakra Meditation. Includes: Crystals
and Healing Stones for Beginners
Awakening the Power of Self-Healing
Awakening the Soul of Power: How to Live
Heroically and Set Yourself Free
Awakening Your True Self
Awaken Your Power Within
Ten Steps to Natural Eyesight Improvement
Healthy Exercises for Physical, Mental, and
Spiritual Balance
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Gerry Hussey is Ireland's leading health and
performance coach and founder of the
incredible movement Soul Space. Here in his
first book, Awaken Your Power Within, he brings
us on an open, honest and mind-blowing human
encounter that takes us inside the heart and
mind of a young boy who dared to ask deeper
questions about the mind and soul. With
amazing insights, life lessons, and powerful
meditations Awaken Your Power Within unlocks
the truths about how we experience the world
and shows us how we can break free from
unconscious, self-limiting beliefs, habits,
emotions and thinking patterns to reshape and
reclaim our inner world, enabling us to live as
our truest and most powerful self. From letting
go of the fear of not being enough, to
overcoming the dis-ease of distraction, to
opening up to a deeper level of consciousness,
Awaken Your Power Within is a powerful guide
for all ages, one which takes us on a path of
discovery to a deeper understanding of who we
truly are and the limitless possibilities of which
we are all capable. 'You are an infinite being
with infinite potential. All you need to do is
open yourself to a new consciousness, a true
vision of who you really are and awaken to the
power within' Gerry Hussey
★ Get a FREE gift with the purchase of this
book! ★ Embrace your spirituality and begin
awakening your third eye. Have you always
wanted to become more spiritual, but you never
knew where to start? Do you want to tap into the
forces of the universe and achieve selfPage 14/31
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realization? Then this bundle is for you.
Combining the enlightening power of the third
eye with the self-realization found in the heart
of Kundalini practices, this collection offers you
an inspiring and deeply spiritual way of
connecting with your higher self, drastically
increasing your awareness, and cultivating your
inner fire. The secrets of kundalini and the third
eye have been documented across the ages now, you can tap into this power for yourself
and experience the benefits. This bundle
contains: Book One: Third Eye Awakening Book
1 Containing the 6 principles of the third eye,
this insightful guide provides all the tools you
need to awaken your inner power and gain a
greater level of awareness. You'll learn how to
open your mind to the spiritual world, increase
your sensitivity to the universe around you, and
unlock the secret power of the larynx for
spiritual revolution. Book Two: Third Eye
Awakening Book 2 Do you want to learn more
about the astral plane and the world of sleep?
Through dedicated practice, you can unveil
astral energies and peer into the realm beyond
our world. This book shows you how you can
navigate the astral plane, providing a step-bystep, guided plan for your journey into spiritual
growth and beyond, along with the significance
of earth lines and energy wells. Book Three:
Kundalini Awakening Book 1 Holding the secret
to our inner fire, Kundalini awakening lets us
awaken this essential energy centre and unleash
our true power. Inside, you'll discover how to
harness this ability and live your life to the
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fullest. Explaining the role of life-force energy
in self-realization, along with prayer and
meditation techniques for awakening your
Kundalini, this book is perfect for anyone who
wants to take the next step in their spiritual
development. Book Four: Kundalini Awakening
Book 2 Containing dozens of exercises to
awaken your kundalini and stir it from its
slumber, this thorough guide offers a real and
actionable way of achieving self-realization.
Breaking down the common myths and
misconceptions around Kundalini, you'll learn
how to continue and refine your practice and
make the most of this incredible spiritual skill.
Whether you're searching for answers to your
deepest spiritual questions, or if you want to
awaken your kundalini and reap the benefits,
this brilliant collection holds the key to
transforming your life and giving you an all-new
perspective on the universe. Scroll up and buy
now to embrace your spirituality today.
Get into the spirit of chakras. In the last decade,
as Westerners have become more familiar with
Eastern medicine, the term "chakra" has
entered the mainstream lexicon. The Complete
Idiot's Guide® to Chakras introduces both the
major and minor chakras - energy centers along
the nervous system that are said to revitalize
both the body and the spirit - and explains their
qualities, the signs of balance and imbalance,
and the healing techniques for each, teaching
readers how to enjoy healthier lives. *The most
comprehensive and up-to-date guide on the
subject *"Realigning your chakras" is popular in
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spas, yoga, massage, Reiki
Takes yoga back to its roots as a creative
learning process and an expansion of
consciousness, not just a technique for health
and fitness • Provides simple techniques that
enhance the free flow of prana to promote
physical and emotional healing, self-discovery,
and spiritual evolution • Includes over 100
exercises and meditations for a self-structured
practice • Teaches how to release the body’s
inefficient, painful patterns and to access
unknown potentials through kinesthetic
inquiries When artist and professor Don
Stapleton discovered yoga, it marked the
beginning of a journey into the awakening
powers of prana--the energy of yogic
purification--and the natural spiritual and
healing properties of his own body. After 30
years of extensive yoga training, an accident left
him with a severe injury to the spine. Faced with
the challenge of physical recovery, Stapleton
drew upon his knowledge of yoga to create a
series of exercises that allowed him to recover
freedom of movement, release emotional
blockages, and unleash his spiritual and
physical potential. Self-Awakening Yoga is the
synthesis of Stapleton’s practice. More than 100
exercises--from focusing on the breath to
accessing primal sound--show how to unlock the
wisdom and power of prana to engage the body’s
healing powers. His simple exercises and
meditations focus on natural movements that
encourage body awareness. Readers learn how
to listen to what the body is saying before
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engaging in any specific yoga postures. SelfAwakening Yoga takes yoga back to its roots as
a creative learning process and an expansion of
consciousness, not just a technique for health
and fitness.
The Sacred Journey of Transformation
Stop Your Mind, Open Your Heart, and Discover
Your True Nature
Awaken Your Inner Power
Awaken Your Power!
Let Go of Fear. Discover Your Infinite Potential.
Become Your True Self
Awakening Your Inner Shaman
The Key to Changing the World — from a Global
Perspective to a Hyper-Universal Perspective

Drawing inspiration and knowledge from a
range of cultures and religions, Awakening
Power synthesizes ancient and modern
knowledge in a format that is easy to read
and understand. Offering clear
explanations and simple steps for daily
life, this book will guide you towards a
liberating transformation of the self.
Tradepaper edition of spiritual teachings
from international best-selling author and
beloved inspirational speaker Dr. Wayne W.
Dyer. This book restructures content from
audio lectures of Wayne's from the 1990s
and 2000s, offering a fresh take on
mindfulness and enlightenment. Beloved
spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne W. Dyer often
shared his thoughts on the path and
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practice of enlightenment during his
writings and presentations. He'd say,
"This is not about self-help. It's about
self-realization, which is way beyond selfhelp." In this book, which collects some
of his timeless words of wisdom in a new
format, the internationally renowned
speaker and author offers spiritual tools
to transcend your current circumstances
and old patterns in order to reach true
fulfillment. He will show you how to
become genuinely awake, aware of the power
you have within to shift your thought
processes, release attachments, and tame
your ego--to name just a few topics
covered in these pages. Wayne will help
you understand what an illusion much of
life is, so you can see the big picture
and spark deep transformation (that is,
"the ability to go beyond your form"),
resulting in peace and harmony in all
areas of your life. He will also take you
through the stages of enlightenment and
instruct you in mindfulness practices such
as visualization and meditation,
ultimately helping you reach a higher
consciousness. Indeed, as a result of
reading this book, you'll feel as if you
are absolutely living in the light, in
tune with the magnificence of the Universe
. . . and yourself.
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Being human is a lifelong journey of
becoming. This journey defines our
humanity, for it is a journey toward our
source and our fulfillment, described in
Christian theology as union with God. If
we remain open to God as our sense of self
awakens, we experience a deeper
consciousness of being in him. The self
that emerges during this process is
larger, more enlightened, and whole. David
Benner, who has spent thirty-five years
integrating psychology and spirituality,
presents psychological insights in a
readable fashion to offer readers a deeper
understanding of the self and its
spiritual development. Drawing on a broad
range of Christian traditions, Benner
shows that the transformation of self is
foundational to Christian spirituality.
This book will appeal to readers
interested in a psychologically grounded,
fresh exploration of Christian
spirituality; professionals engaged in
pastoral care, counseling, and spiritual
direction; and students in ministry
development and spiritual formation
courses. Questions and answers for
individual or group use are included at
the end of each chapter.
'Just as heat is inherent in fire, so is
our desire to become better.' Why are
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personal growth and life transformation so
difficult? Does Creation wish that we
fail? Of course not! The purpose behind
the Universe's grand design is to make us
succeed. Our own unawareness of the laws
of the Universe creates the impediment.
Just as physical phenomena are regulated
by laws, there are spiritual principles
governing the journey of life as well.
Knowledge of them helps us understand why
success comes so easily to some but
remains a struggle for others; why some
are still putting on their shoes, while
others have finished the race. The beauty
is that, like the physical laws of nature,
the divine principles governing happiness
and fulfilment in life are also eternally
valid. In this book, Swami Mukundananda
explains the 7 divine laws in an easily
graspable manner. With knowledge of the
Vedic scriptures and witty anecdotes that
everyone can relate to, this book will
empower you to become the best version of
yourself.
Awaken the Power Within
Let Go of Fear. Discover Your Infinite
Potential. Become Your True Self.
The Gracing of Earth: Awakening Your Power
Chakras and Kundalini Awakening
Practical Tools for Self-Care, Emotional
Healing, and Self-Realization
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Spiritual Tools for the Great Awakening
Bundle 4 Books in 1: The Ultimate Guide to
Unlock Your Sixth Chakra and Your Secret
Energy to Enhance Psychic Abilities and
Achieve Self-Realization
Have you ever wanted to know why you are here on earth? Do
you sense that you have a higher purpose, a special calling, but
have no idea what it is or how to find it? Do you try to
convince yourself and others that you are happy and fulfilled?
Do you wish to have abundance flow to your life effortlessly
without working so hard? Do you know something is missing
in your life but cant identify what that is? If the answer is yes to
any of these questions, help has arrived! In Awakening, youll
discover how to tap into your inner wisdom and the infinite
universe to gain valuable insights and knowledge about who
you really are at all levelsphysical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual. The practical exercises and guidance in every chapter
will help you connect with your divine essence and align your
beliefs, perceptions, intentions, feelings, choices, actions,
words, and your personalities with this inner truth so that you
can transform your reality and manifest all that you truly
desire in lifepure love, unlimited abundance, deep fulfillment,
and much more.
For students new to spirituality craving sacred truth, seeking
answers to what life is all about, and a deep yearning for
change, Dianne Hodges's guidebook, entitled The Power of
Me, emboldens one to courageously walk down the path to
personal empowerment. Discovering her eternal gifts of selflove, empathy, free will, free choice and self-responsibility, she
surmises we do create our own reality. With vulnerability and
humor, Dianne walks you through her life's journey by sharing
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her personal stories to remind you to listen to your own inner
voice, showing you the way back home to your eternal Godself. Intuitively, Dianne Hodges has known for many years the
importance of the great awakening and each of our roles in it
especially for our children and grandchildren. We cannot sit
back any longer and watch the world go by. We must now be
active participants and create the world we want. "We are the
ones we have been waiting for" as the American Indian elders
tell us. It is her own personal philosophies, explorations, and
experiences with the spiritual awakening process that
motivated her to write this guidebook to help others to
understand and trust their own inner "knowingness" and
empowerment. We must KNOW we are "gods in training," cocreators of our world and beyond.
DE-HYPNOTIZE YOURSELF AND EMPOWER YOUR
LIFE , WORK AND RELATIONSHIPS We are all victims
of “post-natal suggestion.” By learning how to use your
thoughts, feelings and imagination through the dramatic new
approach to self-hypnosis presented for the first time in this
book, you can become more fully alive—and make your life
and yourself what you want them to be. Grounded in state-ofthe-art clinical sociology, this wide-awake approach to selfhypnosis enables you to use your creative imagination to
redirect and empower all areas of your life without having to
“put yourself in a trance.” Rather, you will learn how to free
yourself from the “trance” of everyday life limitations and
misconceptions. Teaching you how to be your own life-change
consultant, this book gives you practical techniques you can
use to get what you want out of your life, your work and your
relationships. It provides a training program for selfempowerment, with detailed exercises, techniques and tactics
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that you can use anywhere, any time, in any situation. “This
very useful book shows the readers step by step how to live
more fully by combining modern (alert) self-hypnosis with
advanced principles of social psychology. I highly recommend
it for all who wish to enhance their task performance, their
social relationships, and their life enjoyment.” Theodore X.
Barber, Ph.D. Director, Biomedical Research Foundation
Author of Hypnosis, Imagination and Human Potentialities
In AWAKENING YOUR INNER MASTER, Princeton
Clark takes us on a journey of his own self-mastery. He shares
many great lessons that evolved his life after a host of extreme
tests, and a failed suicide attempt that led to his evolutionary
awakening. He reveals how no matter where you are, or where
you have been, you have the ability to master your life. All that
you need is already within you. As Princeton guides us, and he
illustratively paints pictures that give us a clear understanding
of the journey of self-mastery. He shows us how to return to
the root of our power and how to manifest everything that is in
us to bring forth. As we go back to the foundation of what we
are, we AWAKEN our inner masters...** Bonus: Journal
Included
Awakening Power
Third Eye & Kundalini Awakening
A 52-Week Journey to Artistic Discovery
Renew Your Life Force with the Chakras’ Seven Energy
Centers
The Tibetan Buddhist Path of Becoming Fully Human
THE PATH OF REALIZING GOD WITHIN
My Experiences During the Awakening of Kundalini Energy
Awakening the Power of Self-Healing is a book containing two
parts that will empower readers with the ability to take active
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control of their health through an accessible, natural, and lifeaffirming regimen. Part 1, "Empower Your Body for Ever
Growing Health," will focus on prevention, from improving
kinesthetic awareness to actually moving out of pain and illness.
This will involve control and strengthening of the body and
sharpening the senses. Part 2 will be called "Moving Away from
Pain and Illness" and will focus on treatment of existing
conditions and apply the same principles to specific needs, like the
physical problems suffered by computer users. By reading both
parts, individuals will discover their body's inner resources,
improve vision, increase mobility, amplify vitality, and extend
their range of movement through exercises designed to promote
physical, mental, and spiritual balance.
An invitation to ancient wisdom, self knowledge, expression and
healing on all levels: body, mind, emotions and spirit. Healing the
planet by awakening the self.
You Are About To Learn How To Awaken And Heal Your
Chakras By Leveraging The Power Of Guided Meditation To
Increase Mind Power With Self-Healing Techniques That
Balance Your Chakras! Do you know that you have a hidden
energy system within you that influences your physical, mental,
emotional, spiritual and relationship health? Whose balance,
activity level, and performance will determine whether you
struggle with such things with addictions, anxiety and depression,
sexual problems, relationship problems, emotional problems,
financial problems, decision-making problems, spiritual problems
and much more? If you didn't know, now you know. This system
is the chakra system and if you've been struggling with anything
that you've had a hard time dealing with, even after consulting
doctors, therapists and other professionals, perhaps it is time to
consider looking into leveraging the power of chakras to achieve
the balance, peace and tranquility that you've always wished you
could have. And lucky for you, this book will hold you by the hand
to help you achieve just that and much more. So if you have
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questions like... What do chakras have to do with all the
problems? Where does chakra awakening come in? How do you
know that the problems you are struggling with have anything to
do with chakras? What problems can befall the chakras and how
do you deal with each one of them? Are there any risks you
should be aware of before venturing into chakra awakening?
What strategies can you use to awaken your chakras, remove
blockages, balance them and achieve other benefits? If you have
these and other related questions, this book is for you so keep
reading. More precisely, the book will teach you: The basics of
chakras, including what they are, what they do, their location and
how they relate to your wellness The different types of chakras,
including the 7 chakras, their location, how to tell if they have a
problem, the nature of problems that they experience and more
Why you should make chakra healing a priority Finding your
balance Chakra healing techniques Awakening of the third eye
The risks of opening your chakras How do deal with challenges as
they happen ...And so much more! Even if you've no clue what
chakra awakening is all about or this is your first time coming
across the concept of chakras, this book will teach you everything
you need to know about chakra healing and awakening using
simple, straight to the point, beginner friendly language so that
you apply what you learn to transform your life! Scroll up and
click Buy Now with 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
From the founder of ForeverConscious.com comes a guide to
cultivating positive feelings and projecting positive energy.
Buddha once said, “Peace comes from within,” and so should our
outlook on life. Tanaaz Chubb, founder of
ForeverConscious.com, shares a variety of activities and
affirmations that can empower you to manifest gratitude and
positivity. Through these exercises, you can adjust your auras to
emit calm, peaceful, and positive energy instead of unhappiness or
stress. Whether you’re seeking improved relationships,
professional success, or a quest for personal fulfillment, The
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Power of Positive Energy can help you rise above negative
influences and begin your journey of spiritual well-being and
healing.
The Science of Self-Empowerment
Spirituality and the Awakening Self
Healing Self, Healing Earth
Sudden Awakening
New, Wide-Awake, Nontrance Techniques to Empower Your Life,
Work, and Relationships
Guided Meditation to Increase Mind Power with Self-Healing
Techniques that Balance the Chakra
A Woman's Journey of Self-Discovery through the Medicine
Wheel

Did you know that your thoughts create your reality?
Positive or negative, what you believe is what you will see.
Yet, to create happiness and success, you must first process
any negative emotions. By allowing your feelings to move
through you, you clear a path to your happiness, opening to
a new level of awareness and understanding. As you create
inner peace, welcoming positive thoughts becomes easier.
Discover how this unique approach guides you to achieve
your dreams, improve your relationships, and empower your
life. The Real Me is an invitation to awaken to your true self
— LOVE. Featuring the “Seven Aspects of Spiritual
Awakening,” The Real Me is filled with positive
affirmations, prayer meditations, writing exercises,
resources, spiritually empowering ceremonies, and more. Let
The Real Me guide you in creating the life you truly deserve
to give your real self.
Imagine asking for a happier way of life, and getting the
answer. In fact, getting itPage
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takes months to fully understand and unfold. Earth and its
people are awakening. This is a collection of divinely
inspired stories and messages of how that awakening can
happen. A Being of the Blue Light describes how its people
overcame difficulties and transformed into a higher order
life form. As the changes on earth progress we follow
Celeste, a young girl helping others to live in a new way.
Finally, the Voice speaks directly revealing several
significant events of 2013 for humankind, including
awakening from the dream subconsciously. This begins to
resolve the dream and fall discussed in "A Course in
Miracles." The book allows you to feel the awakening, open
your mind and spirit to happy possibilities, and attract a
brighter way of life.
More than 100 exercises, from focusing the breath to primal
sound, show how to unlock the wisdom and power of prana
to engage the body's healing powers and concentrate on the
natural movements that encourage body awareness.
Original.
The awakening of the kundalini or the cosmic energy in a
human body is a rare phenomenon which defies the logic
and rational explanation by modern science. The author has
narrated his direct experiences with this energy in great
detail in this book. It gives a fascinating insight into what
happens when this cosmic energy gets activated in a human
body. Hence, the kind of literature presented in some of the
portions is rare to come across and truly mind boggling. This
book also addresses some of the profound questions facing
the mankind about its very existence. This book is meant for
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all sections of the humanity irrespective of their religious,
philosophical, cultural, professional and educational
background. The secrets revealed in this book can be of
immense help to anyone in pursuit of the lasting peace and
happiness.
Mindfulness Practices and Spiritual Tools to Transform
Your Life
Everything You Need to Awaken Your Soul, Raise Your
Vibration, and Manifest an Inspired Life
The Secret of Life Revealed - How Your Thoughts Create
Your Reality
The Power Unknown To God
The Power of Self-Healing
Awakening Your Inner Master: The Journey of Self Mastery
The Expansion of Consciousness Through the Body's Own
Wisdom
New in paperback (originally published as
Human by Design): At the cutting edge of science
and spirituality, New York Times best-selling
author Gregg Braden explains that evolution is
not the whole story of humanity--and offers a new
understanding of our origins that can help us tap
the extraordinary abilities we already have. What
would it mean to discover we're designed to live
extraordinary lives of self-healing, longevity, and
deep intuition? Is it possible that the advanced
awareness achieved by monks, nuns, and
mystics--considered rare in the past--is actually
meant to be a normal part of our daily lives? In
this revelatory book, now available for the first
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time in paperback, five-time New York Times bestselling author and 2018 Templeton Award
nominee Gregg Braden explains that we no
longer need to ask these questions as "What if?"
Recent discoveries ranging from human evolution
and genetics to the new science of neurocardiology (the bridge between the brain and the
heart) have overturned 150 years of thinking
when it comes to the way we think of ourselves,
our origin, and our capabilities. In this readerfriendly journey of discovery, Braden begins with
the fact that we exist as we do, even more
empowered, and more connected with ourselves
and the world than scientists have believed in the
past. It's this undisputable fact that leads to even
deeper mysteries. "How do we awaken the
extraordinary abilities that come from such an
awesome connection?" "What role does our
ancient and mysterious heritage play in our lives
today?" Join Gregg as he crosses the traditional
boundaries of science and spirituality to answer
precisely these questions. In doing so he reveals
a) specific tools, techniques, and practices to
awaken our deep intuition on-demand, for self
healing and longevity; and 2) concrete solutions
to the social issues that are destroying our
families and dividing us as people, including the
bullying of young people, hate crimes, the
growing epidemic of suicide, religious extremism,
and more. When new discoveries prove that the
existing human story is no longer based in fact,
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it's time to change the story. This simple truth is
at the heart of the book you're about to read.
We all have psychic experiences without even
realizing it. Now you can harness the power of
your inborn psychic awareness. In his lifetime,
American visionary Edgar Cayce introduced
thousands to the wonders of psychic awareness.
Now his carefully preserved writings are
illuminated by well-known psychologist Henry
Reed, Ph.D. In the words and spirit of Edgar
Cayce, this guide will give you the knowledge you
need to build a foundation for ESP and unlock
the secrets of heightened awareness, including:
-Psychic sensitivity-a natural part of perception
-Exercises to develop your psychic intuition
-Experimenting with clairvoyance, telepathic
suggestion, and open channeling -Meditation and
recognizing the patterns that can change your
life
Open Your Third Eye, Expand Mind Power,
Intuition, Self- Healing, Psychic Awareness and
Abilities.
Awakening the New Human Story
The Real Me
Awakening Presence, Power, and Passion
Awaken Your Inner Goddess
A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment
The Power of Me
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